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Why product (benefits)?

• Accelerate queries up to 
3000x with an Apache 
Arrow-based query engine

• Quickly provision new 
datasets and create 
derivative datasets with a 
self-service semantic layer

• Secure your data with 
native support for AWS 
security utilities

• Operate in EC2 while your 
data stays in Amazon S3 

Product overview w/business challenges addressed

Dremio delivers lightning-fast queries and a self-service 
semantic layer operating directly on Amazon S3. By 
eliminating the need to copy and move data to proprietary 
data warehouses or create cubes, aggregation tables and BI 
extracts, data teams gain flexibility and control while 
providing analysts with easy access to data reducing time to 
analytics insight. 

Product features
Lightning Fast Queries
High performance execution engine powered by Apache Arrow and 
accelerated by proprietary technologies

Governed Self-Service
Semantic layer enables exploration and sharing of data in real-time, 
even as you maintain security and data governance

Elastic Engines
Independently-sized query engines with on-demand, elastic scale and 
automated start and stop

Parallel Projects
Multi-tenant Dremio instances with end-to-end automation across 
deployment, configuration, and upgrades

Advanced Security
LDAP authentication, role-based authorization, Apache Ranger 
integration, on-the-wire TLS encryption and secure impersonation

Dremio
The Cloud Data Lake Engine for AWS

Data points

3,000x
faster ad hoc queries & 
1,700x faster BI queries

0
cubes, extracts or
aggregation tables

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B089DLQSH4
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How it works

The Dremio provisioning process is based on a CloudFormation template (CFT) that is launched from the 
AWS Marketplace. Users leverage the existing VPC and subnet within their own tenancies to seamlessly 
provision all required Dremio resources defined by the CFT.
The Dremio coordinator is responsible for creating and launching a Dremio project which contains all 
customer-specific definitions, metadata, logs and admin settings stored in the dedicated S3 bucket. It also 
manages and controls Dremio elastic engines, which are responsible for execution and processing queries 
and can be dynamically provisioned, started or stopped on demand as well as scaled up or down.
The Dremio coordinator instance and Dremio engines leverage direct-attached elastic block storage (EBS) 
to store configuration, logs and operational data. Dremio engines also utilize EBS to create and store data 
in the columnar cloud cache (C3) which is used to accelerate query performance.
Both the Dremio coordinator and engines discover and access datasets directly from S3 cloud storage or 
through the AWS Glue Catalog.

Differentiators
• Open - Separate data, not just storage, from your compute so you can future-proof your analytics 

architecture to leverage best-of-breed applications and engines today—and tomorrow.
• Lightning-fast - Accelerate ad hoc queries 3,000x and BI queries 1,700x vs. SQL engines, eliminating 

the need for cubes, extracts or aggregation tables, or even to ETL your data into a data warehouse.
• Productive - Provision new datasets with consistent KPIs and business logic in minutes, not days or 

weeks. And empower analysts to create their own derivative datasets, without copies.
• Efficient - Easily size the minimum compute you need for each workload, and only consume 

compute when running queries. Reduce compute infrastructure and associated costs by up to 90%.

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B089DLQSH4?qid=1597379067729&sr=0-1&ref_=srh_res_product_title
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